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I have just returned from our last Council meeting 
of 2012 which was held in London, Ontario and 
marked the first time in the history of the College 
that the Council meeting was not held in Toronto. 

We were very gratified to see several dental hygienists from the London area at the meeting. An added bonus to the gathering was 
that the Minister of Health and Long-Term Care, Deb Matthews, was able to attend, meet many of the people present and address 
the group. The key points of her message reinforced that the College is on the right track in carrying out its mandate as a regulatory 
college. She believes all professions should be able to work to their full scope of practice and highlighted the importance of inter 
professional delivery of oral health service. The Minister supports the ideal that all public oral health programs be delivered in an 
integrated manner and reminded us that the mandate of the College is to protect the public by ensuring the public is provided with 
quality oral health care in a professional manner. She also acknowledged that on occasion, there are tensions between regulatory 
colleges and professional associations because both have different mandates and this sometimes is a healthy situation. In her closing, 
Ms. Matthews congratulated the College on its efforts to educate registrants on issues involving the regulation of the profession.

I was thinking about the comments of the Minister on the drive home and reflecting on my own recent experiences when I visited 
my local oral health professionals. Especially because I recently went through a procedure to get two new front crowns. I cannot 
help to be amazed at how things have changed over the years. My first visit to a dentist as a child was as pleasant as going to the 
principal’s office. But that is another story and a long time ago. Now I look forward to my regular visits because I have the utmost 
confidence in the people who are looking after me. They take the time to explain what they are doing, always are concerned about 
my well being and are both professional and welcoming. My dental hygienist, in particular, is always reviewing my overall oral 
health with me and I have the utmost confidence in the information she provides. This is, in my opinion, a good example of how oral 
health professionals work together in a team environment for the betterment of me, a member of the public. This only reinforces to 
me that we are in good shape in this province when it comes to the delivery of oral health services.

The work, however, is not done. The College is well aware that it has a responsibility to see that everyone in this province, including 
those who are in remote communities and long-term care facilities, have access to good oral care. This is one of the major challenges 
we face in the future.

Finally, we are quickly coming to the end of the year. It has been a busy one for the College as we have worked through a number 
of changes including the retirement of our Registrar, the hiring of a new one, the selection of a new Executive Committee and new 
members of Council, just to name a few. Things have been progressing quite well and I look forward to the challenges of 2013. I 
do have to thank the members of the Executive Committee as well as members of Council and especially the hardworking staff for 
making my job easier over the last year. I hope everyone has a good holiday season and the best of luck in the new year.  CDHO

Mike Connor
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Self-regulation is indeed a privilege and, unfortunately, it is one that is often taken for granted or assumed quietly. I submit that quiet 
assumptions can lead to problems down the road if they are not restated publicly on a regular basis.

So I begin with a brief history lesson. The word profession comes, not surprisingly, from the word profess. Profess is what 
etymologists call a ‘back formation’ of the Middle English word professed. Professed was defined as ‘bound by a religious vow.’  
Middle English was the predominant form of English spoken in the English speaking world from c. 1066 through 1485. Surely 
a lot of water has passed under the bridge since the heyday of Middle English and while the word profession has largely shed its 
religious connotation, it has not shed the sense of honour, responsibility and obligation that it still maintains today. Even in today’s 
contemporary English, the term professional implies a sense of respect and conversely the term unprofessional implies an insult.

So it follows with regulated health professionals. I recently fell across a very helpful statement regarding health professionals. While 
it was originally written for medical educators, the inherent principles are quite helpful when applied to other health professions – in 
this case I apply them to dental hygienists.

Profession: An occupation whose core element is work based upon the mastery of a complex body of knowledge and skills. It 
is a vocation in which knowledge of some department of science or learning or the practice of an art founded upon it is used 
in the service of others. Its members are governed by codes of ethics and profess a commitment to competence, integrity and 
morality, altruism, and the promotion of the public good within their domain. These commitments form the basis of a social 
contract between a profession and society, which in return grants the profession a monopoly over the use of its knowledge 
base, the right to considerable autonomy in practice and the privilege of self-regulation. Professions and their members are 
accountable to those served and to society. 

I will walk through this statement line by line and reflect on its application to the dental hygiene profession.

An occupation whose core element is work based upon the mastery of a complex body of knowledge and skills.

Clearly this sentiment applies readily to dental hygiene. The mastery of knowledge and skill starts in an educational setting but 
is also maintained throughout the professional career through a variety of learning modalities – not the least of which is regular 
clinical practice.

It is a vocation in which knowledge of some department of science or learning or the practice of an art founded upon it is 
used in the service of others.

I have worked in the health care sector for c. 27 years now and while I have a vast array of experience and expertise, there is 
something fundamental that sets me apart from a health professional. I believe that ‘fundamental something’ is the vocation. A 
vocation requires an individual to practise their craft in the direct service of another individual. While my work has always been 

It is always worthwhile to revisit the fundamentals 
on a regular basis. In this issue of Milestones, I will 
return to the fundamentals of professionalism and 
focus in particular on the privilege of self-regulation.

 

Brad Sinclair
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focused on the public interest, it has always been 2–3 steps removed from the 
actual delivery of care. A dental hygienist lives and works on the front lines of 
oral health service delivery.

Its members are governed by codes of ethics and profess a commitment 
to competence, integrity and morality, altruism, and the promotion of the 
public good within their domain.

As Registrar for CDHO I am charged with an oversight responsibility for codes 
of ethics, competence, integrity and morality, altruism and the promotion of the 
public good as it applies to the dental hygiene profession. Regardless of my 
responsibility, however, you – as members of the profession – are charged with 
this responsibility on a daily basis as you deliver professional services to the 
people who require these services. You deliver these responsibilities because it 
is incumbent upon you as a professional and not because the Registrar and the 
CDHO is ‘watching over you.’

These commitments form the basis of a social contract between a profession 
and a society, which in return grants the profession a monopoly over the use 
of its knowledge base, the right to considerable autonomy in practice and 
the privilege of self-regulation.

Society rewards health professionals – dental hygienists included – with a special 
status, i.e., the autonomy to practise their profession. This status, however, comes 
with professional obligations. Society expects that these professionals – once 
again, dental hygienists included – will ensure that they deliver service safely and 
appropriately. This in a nutshell is the social contract that all health professionals 
– one more time, dental hygienists included – implicitly assume when they take 
on the mantle of their profession.

Professions and their members are accountable to those served and 
to society.

As I noted above, there is an implicit social contract between professions and 
society. This social contract demands an ethos of accountability that cannot ever 
be taken lightly. To take it lightly is to, in effect, break the contract. When you 
break such a contract you implicitly invite society to assume responsibility for 
your profession.

‘So,’ you might ask, ‘why is self-regulation a privilege?’ I ask you to consider 
my earlier remarks from another perspective. Without self-regulation a profession 
invites outside authorities to enter the community and dictate the rules. I am 
sure that you will all agree that this is an eventuality that should be avoided at 
all costs and, perhaps more importantly, it is the death knell to professionalism. 
Accordingly, I encourage you all to embrace the spirit of self-regulation as a good 
and constructive thing and not as a necessary evil.  CDHO

References
Teaching and Learning in Medicine: An International Journal, Volume 16, Issue 1,  
2004. 

“Profession”: A Working Definition for Medical Educators, DOI:10.1207/
s15328015tlm1601_15 Sylvia R. Cruess, Sharon Johnston & Richard L. Cruess, 
pages 74-76  

Invitation 

to Comment

The Standard of Practice for Self-initiation 
has been in place since August 2007 
and to date, 34% of CDHO registrants 
have been authorised to self-initiate the 
controlled act of scaling teeth and root 
planing, including curettage. A five-year 
review is now underway to determine 
if this current standard still meets its 
objective. 

“The objective of the Standard of 
Practice for Self-initiation is to provide 
assurance to Ontarians who choose to 
have a dental hygienist clean their teeth 
without an “order” from a dentist, that 
the dental hygienist is fully competent 
to do so as safely and effectively as if 
the procedure were performed under 
an “order”.”

All stakeholders, including registrants, are 
invited to review the Standard of Practice 
for Self-initiation, and the three streams 
and corresponding requirements, and 
provide any comments they may have 
to the College by December 30, 2012. 

http://www.cdho.org/Reference/
English/StandardsSelfInitiation.pdf

Please send your comments to the 
attention of Kate Sutherland by e-mail 
to ksutherland@cdho.org or by post 
to 69  Bloor St. E, Suite 300, Toronto, 
Ontario  M4W 1A9.
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Mr. Mike Connor, President of Council, 
called the meeting to order in London, 
Ontario and noted that this was the first 
meeting for CDHO Council outside of 
the GTA. He welcomed a number of 
local London guests to the meeting and 
thanked the City of London, Ontario 
for its hospitality. Former Registrar 
Ms. Fran Richardson was a special guest 
at the meeting and was honoured for 
her contribution of 17 years of service 
to CDHO. Ms. Richardson graciously 
accepted the tribute and thanked CDHO 
Council and staff for all of the support 
that she had received over the years.

Shortly after the meeting was called to 
order the Hon. Deb Matthews, Minister 
of Health and Long-Term Care paid 
a short visit to Council. She thanked 
the Council members for the work 
that they contribute to the regulatory 
system in Ontario and also thanked the 
professional members for their assistance 
in delivering oral health services to the 
people of Ontario.

Mr. Brad Sinclair, Registrar for CDHO, 
offered some brief highlights from the 
Registrar’s Report. He offered a brief 
overview of CDHO’s structure as a point 
of reference. Mr. Sinclair announced that 
Dr. Gordon Atherley had retired from his 
position as the Knowledge Network’s 
Medical Advisor, but he also announced 
that Dr. Kevin W. Glasgow had assumed 
these responsibilities. Mr. Sinclair 
spoke to a very successful presentation 

that Ms. Lisa Taylor had given at the 
Council on Licensure, Enforcement 
and Regulation (CLEAR) Conference 
in September 2012. Ms. Taylor has 
received many unsolicited accolades 
for the presentation from a variety of 
sources. Mr. Sinclair also announced 
that effective November 12, 2012 
Ms. Natalie Dalcourt would serve as his 
Executive Assistant and the Liaison to 
CDHO Council.

Mr. Connor highlighted a number of 
information items from the Executive 
Committee report:

n The Executive Committees for 
both CDHO and the Ontario Dental 
Hygienists’ Association (ODHA) 
held one of their semi-annual 
meetings in September 2012. These 
meetings provide an opportunity 
for the two organizations to share 
information at a high level. The next 
meeting is scheduled for May 2013.

n CDHO Management has held some 
preliminary discussions with the 
College of Denturists of Ontario 
(CDO) re: the possibility of sharing 
some administrative infrastructure 
and possibly reduce the cost burden 
for CDO.

n The Royal College of Dental 
Surgeons of Ontario President and 
Registrar will be meeting with 
CDHO’s President and Registrar 

on November 29, 2012 to discuss 
issues in the oral health sector.

Mr. Connor also spoke to a number 
of issues arising out of the Executive 
Committee report that required Council 
decision. Accordingly Council approved:

n The appointment of Hilborn Ellis 
Grant as CDHO’s auditors for the 
2012 fiscal year.

n The schedule of Council meeting 
dates for 2013.

n A modest amendment to CDHO’s 
guidelines for Remuneration of 
Professional Council and Non-
Council Members Per Diem.

n CDHO’s Budget for 2013.

Ms. Shirley Silverman, Chair of 
Discipline Committee, presented a brief 
report. She noted that there had been 
three referrals to Discipline Committee 
since the last meeting of Council. Two 
of the cases have not yet been heard. The 
remaining case re: Ms. Rosinda Jean 
Traballo resulted in an Order directing 
the Registrar to revoke Ms. Traballo’s 
certificate of registration immediately.

Ms. Inga McNamara, Chair of Inquiries, 
Complaints and Reports Committee 
(ICRC) presented a report. She noted that 
ICRC had completed investigation into 
25 matters since the June 2012 meeting 
of Council. She referenced the three 
cases that had been referred to Discipline 
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Committee and also spoke briefly to an 
additional seven cases where registrants 
were directed to complete Specified 
Continuing Education or Remediation 
Programs (SCERPs). She reported further 
that ICRC is currently investigating 34 
matters. Finally, Ms. McNamara noted 
that the Health Professions Appeal and 
Review Board (HPARB) had rendered a 
decision re: an ICRC decision since the 
last meeting of Council and had upheld 
ICRC’s position.

Mr. Samuel Laldin, Chair of Patient 
Relations Committee, presented a report. 
He spoke to a number of initiatives that 
have taken place since the last meeting 
of Council:

n Public Service Announcements – 
‘The Mouth Tells Your Health Story’

n Reflux ads appearing in various 
magazines

n A television segment on the 
Canadian Better Living Show

Mr. Laldin also spoke to some additional 
initiatives, i.e., public service ads in 
Canadian magazines in the coming 
year. Mr. Laldin briefly highlighted 
the success of the ‘Setting the Record 
Straight’ campaign. Finally, he sought 
Council and received approval for the 
Public Education Plan for an additional 
three years.

Ms. Michele Carrick, Chair of Quality 
Assurance Committee (QA) provided 
a brief statistical report of activity 
that demonstrated the scope of the 
program. In 2012 1,261 professional 
portfolios have been requested, 1,144 
have met the assessment guidelines, 
25 are still in the assessment process 
and 92 are participating in directed 
learning/remediation. Also in 2012, 
42 on-site practice assessments were 
requested. 18 of these assessments met 
the guidelines, 14 are still in process and 
10 are participating in directed learning/
remediation.

Ms. Carrick also spoke to the plan for 
increasing the number of assessors in 
2013 – noting that c. 1,800 portfolios are 
expected.

Ms. Ilga St. Onge, Chair of Registration 
Committee presented a brief report. 
She noted that while the Committee 
had not met in person since the last 
meeting of Council, they had still been 
active via teleconference and continue 
to review requests that require their 
attention in a timely way. Ms. St. Onge 
also spoke to the good work of CDHO 
administration in relation to the Ontario 
Fairness Commission. She noted that the 
Commission was grateful to CDHO for 
implementing all of the actions from the 
recommendations arising from the 2011 
assessment.  CDHO  

November 2, 2012 

Left to right: Heather Blondin, Vice-President and Mike Connor, President of CDHO Council, 
the Honourable Deb Matthews, Minister of Health and Long-Term Care, and Brad Sinclair, 
CDHO Registrar.
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Oral Health Care Tips for 
Invasively Ventilated  
Patients/Clients

• “Oral care should be integrated into the care plan of  
all intubated patients”1

• Use routine precautions and additional precautions 
(including personal protective equipment) when 
aerosolized droplets are anticipated

• Follow provincial infection prevention and control 
guidelines (e.g., Ontario’s Ministry of Health and Long-
Term Care’s best practice documents: Provincial Infectious 
Diseases Advisory Committee’s [PIDAC’s] Knowledge 
Products)2

• When possible oral decontamination prior to intubation
• Safer Healthcare Now! Prevent VAP Getting Started Kit1

“The components of Safer Healthcare Now! VAP Bundle (not 
listed in order of importance):

G Elevation of 
the head of 
the bed to 45º 
when possible, 
otherwise 
attempt to maintain the head of the bed greater than 
30º should be considered

G Daily evaluation of readiness for extubation
G The utilization of endotracheal tubes with subglottic 

secretion drainage
G Oral care and decontamination with Chlorhexidine 

(e.g., 15mL of 0.12% every 12 hours)
G Initiation of safe enteral nutrition within 24–48h of 

ICU admission.”

• Reduce risk, have two people perform oral care together 
for invasively ventilated patients/clients

• For optimal results do not rinse the oral cavity within 
30 minutes of oral decontamination with Chlorhexidine

• Chlorhexidine may cause staining of the teeth but can be 
professionally removed — consult an RDH

• Mechanical decontamination with a toothbrush is 
recommended as well as flossing whenever possible

• Maintain the cleanliness (and sterility) of your environment 
and oral care tools/products

• Document your care in the patient’s/client’s medical 
records

• Monitor and inquire about the quality improvement and 
safety outcomes of providing best practices for oral 
health care

Take a moment... to reflect on your professional 
practice
• Act in the interest of the patient/client to ensure safe and 

ethical care. Consider the scenario, health and wellness 
and timing

• Be aware of the benefits of good oral health 
• Be part of the oral health care team, clarify and know your 

scope and role on the oral heath care team
• Act where you are competent (i.e., have the knowledge, 

skills and judgment)
• Advocate for evidence-based best practice which includes 

interprofessional collaboration (IPC)
• IPC means the professional standards of all on the team 

must be met; have a plan in place to address
G Who Can?
G Who Could?
G Who Should? and 
G Who Will?

• Include RDHs and RRTs on the team — they are competent 
and accountable regulated health care professionals 
with expertise in the area of oral health care, airway 

management and the prevention of VAP.

1 Safer Healthcare Now! Prevent VAP Getting Started Kit (2012, p.22-25) retrieved from:  
http://www.saferhealthcarenow.ca/EN/Interventions/VAP/Documents/VAP%20Getting%20Started%20Kit.pdf

2 PIDAC Knowledge Products available at: http://www.oahpp.ca/resources/pidac-knowledge/
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2014 Portfolio Selection
In mid-January 2013, dental hygienists meeting both of the following conditions should expect to receive a letter requesting 
submission of their portfolio by January 31, 2014:

n Those who have never previously been selected to submit their portfolio; AND
n Those who registered with the College prior to July 1, 2011

At the end of January, you will be able to check online to see if you are required to send in your portfolio. Go to www.cdho.org 
and click on the “Registration” tab and then to the “Address Change” link. To access your personal information you will need to 
log in. Once inside the address change page, you will see your last and next portfolio assessment year. If the “Next assessment 
year” section states “Unknown” you have not been selected to submit your portfolio.

Jane Keir, RDH, BSc, BEd

Quality Assurance Matters

2013 Portfolio Submission
Registrants who are required to submit their portfolios in 
January of 2013 are reminded that we will start accepting 
submissions on January 1, 2013.

E-mailing your professional portfolio: 

n E-mail the professional portfolio to:  
qualityassurance@cdho.org 

n You should receive confirmation by e-mail within 
three (3) business days. 

n You can use your e-mail address in lieu of a signature, 
ONLY if you are submitting your portfolio by e-mail. 

Mailing your professional portfolio (by post): 

Please submit a photocopy of your professional portfolio, as 
the one you submit for the assessment will NOT be returned. 
Portfolios must be kept on file as per the QA’s policy and 
procedures handbook. 

n Photocopies should be clean, clear and legible. 
n Do not staple or bind the pages. If you wish, the pages 

may be paper-clipped. 

Mail the professional portfolio to:           

Quality Assurance  
College of Dental Hygienists of Ontario  
69 Bloor St. E, Suite 300  
Toronto, ON  M4W 1A9

Update on 2012 Portfolio 
Assessments
In January 2011, letters were sent to 1261 registrants 
requesting their portfolio submission by January 31, 2012. 
Of the 1261 portfolios requested, 1144 registrants have 
completed their assessment and have met the assessment 
guidelines. This includes registrants who have resigned 
from the College and those who have been exempted or who 
have been deferred to the next assessment period. There are 
25 registrants still in the assessment process. This includes 
registrants who have additional information to submit to the 
Committee, those who are awaiting a second assessment and 
those who have received time extensions for submissions. 
The remaining 92 registrants are participating in directed 
learning or remediation to address identified deficiencies in 
their portfolios. 

Common deficiencies found in the portfolios included: 

n Insufficient time spent on continuing quality 
improvement activities (63%)

n Activities listed as unacceptable in the Continuing 
Competency Guidelines (29%)

n No explanation of how learning benefitted clients (25%)

n Missing forms/information (22%)

n Expired CPR (19%)  CDHO
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looking for a new Quality assurance Goal?

How about setting a goal to refresh your knowledge of radiography and radiographic interpretation? 
Use the crossword puzzle below to test your knowledge and as an activity used to help you realize 
your goal.

Across

2 limits size of primary beam
4 removal of silver halide crystals unexposed 

to x-radiation
6 device used to assist in properly aligning the 

cone and film
8 developmental disturbance resulting in 

abnormally curved root
9 radiopaque line representing extra bone
10 caries that is only in the enamel
16 soft tissue abscess of the gingiva seen as  

an interproximal radiolucency
19 form of distortion where image is shorter  

than object
20 radiolucent cavity in bone
21 condition of a tooth not erupting by its 

expected time
23 filmless method
25 developmental disturbance resulting in tooth 

with one root canal but two crowns
27 blurred margin of an image
29 inaccuracy in size or shape of object 

displayed in radiograph
31 _____ exposure: two superimposed images 

on the same radiograph
35 distal portion of the maxillary alveolar ridge
36 poorly contoured filling
37 small, round, hyperplastic area of enamel
39 depression
41 radiolucency apical to the maxillary posterior 

teeth
42 area between roots
44 prevents fogging of film
46 plastic holder
49 breaking of a part resulting in a radiolucency
51 depression in bone

52 radiation-absorbing material used to reduce 
radiation hazards

55 genetic change
57 radiopaque calcified material adhering to 

roots
58 result of bone loss
59 image of complete tooth and the surrounding 

structures (Abbr.)
60 image produced on film emulsion by action 

of x radiation or light
62 lines separating bony spaces
63 decreased detail and definition due to 

movement

Down

1 developmental disturbance in which two 
teeth are joined

3 appearance of dark images on film caused 
by greater amount of radiation penetration of 
a structure

5 caries best viewed on bitewing radiographs
6 central ray is directed at right angle to film 

packet and long axis of tooth
7 type of radiation arising from nature
11 form of distortion where image is longer than 

object
12 image with too much radiation
13 device used to demonstrate a scale of 

density and contrast (2 words)
14 property related to sharpness, distinctness 

or clarity
15 round radiolucent area seen near apices of 

the mandibular premolars (2 words)
16 rotation of an x-ray source about the client 

(Abbr.)
17 loss of root structure
18 prevent or reduce the passage of radiation

22 thin plate of dense bone lining the tooth 
socket (2 words)

24 supernumerary tooth found in the midline
26 hardening of a structure caused by calcium 

deposition
28 device to provide stable positioning of film 

packet (2 words)
30 normal anatomic bony protrusion
32 detects and measures accumulated dosage 

of radiation
33 darkening of radiograph by sources other 

than the primary beam
34 degree of darkening of processed film
38 difference in image density appearing on a 

radiograph
40 a substance or structure not naturally 

present in living tissues but that produces an 
authentic image in a radiograph

43 radiopaque line separating marrow spaces 
in bone

45 normal radiolucent opening in bone
47 superimposed surfaces of adjoining teeth
48 imaginary line that divides tooth vertically in 

two halves (2 words)
50 failure to expose entire area of a radiograph 

with useful beam (2 words)
53 amount of energy absorbed in tissue
54 radiation deflected at angles greater than 

90 degrees to the original beam direction
56 a concept emphasizing that exposure to 

radiation must be kept to a minimum
60 composition of flexible shielding drape
61 radiograph showing lateral view of the head 

(Abbr.)
63 type of film that shows images of the 

crowns, necks and coronal third of the roots 
of both upper and lower teeth (Abbr.) 
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Crossword theme: Radiography
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The answers to this Crossword Puzzle will be posted on  
the last page of our December 2012 online issue of Milestones at www.cdho.org
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Robert Farinaccia, RDH, BSc

In 2012 the CDHO took its “Setting the Record Straight” presentation on the road once again and 
visited 11 cities across Ontario. Why? Every day the practice advisors, Jane Keir and I, field telephone 
calls from registrants asking questions like: “Am I permitted to do this?; “Is it within my scope of practice 
to perform this procedure?”.  As practice advisors, we are grateful when registrants call us and we appreciate 
the opportunity to clarify and answer your questions (rather than having you receive possibly incorrect 
information from your colleagues or other sources). The College felt it was necessary, in the interest of 
public safety, but also in the interest of providing some clarity to the dental hygienists in Ontario, to address these myths. 

While the presentations were well attended and positive feedback was received, the College has decided to put “Setting the Record 
Straight” on hold for 2013 to focus on other initiatives. The Patient Relations Committee will give future consideration to the 
creation of a presentation of a similar nature in 2014.

Jane and I would like to thank everyone who attended one of the presentations and provided feedback via 
the post presentation survey. Your input was greatly valued and all recommendations and suggestions will be 
looked at as we move forward to improve any future communication initiatives. Your participation at these 
presentations speaks volumes of your commitment to providing safe effective care to the public of Ontario. We 
truly enjoyed meeting each and every one of you and encourage you to contact us if you ever have any practice 
advice inquiries.

Below are five of the most prevalent myths that were busted during the presentations this year, along with their statistics and 
rationales:

{62% of participants did not know that all RDhs can place restorations of a temporary nature.}
All registrants may perform restorative procedures of a temporary nature as part of their scope of practice, in any setting. The 
placement of restorations of a temporary nature is dependent on the competence of the dental hygienist and the needs of the client.  

The primary reasons that a dental hygienist would consider the insertion of a temporary restoration are to free 
the client from pain and to reduce the possibility of further damage to a tooth until the client is able to see a 
dentist. The client record must indicate that informed consent was received, the number and surface of the 
tooth, the material used and the notification to the client that the restoration is temporary. As well, a referral to a 
dentist must be noted. Visit http://www.cdho.org/reference/english/placementtemprestorations.pdf to view 
the CDHO’s guidelines on the placement of temporary restorations. These guidelines have a list of common 
materials and considerations for the placement of a temporary restoration.
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{61% of participants were unsure, or did not know how often spore testing was required.}
Biological indicators, commonly referred to as spore testing, use highly resistant and living microorganisms 
(spores) impregnated on strips or contained in vials to monitor the sterilization process. According to all current 
evidence-based infection control guidelines, their use is the most accepted method of ensuring sterilization has 
occurred.1

The CDHO Standards of Practice state that dental hygienists must ensure that current scientifically accepted 
infection control practices are in place. Current evidence-based infection control guidelines recommend testing sterilization 
equipment using biological indicators at least weekly.

{57% of participants did not know whether obtaining a First Aid certificate was mandatory.}
The CDHO Standards of Practice state that a dental hygienist shows competence when providing dental 
hygiene services and programs by maintaining certification in CPR and basic first aid. The College requires 
that dental hygienists be competent should they have to administer first aid in an emergency situation. While 
taking a stand-alone first aid course may be necessary for some to obtain competence in first aid, the College 
is aware that many CPR courses cover many components of first aid, and as such, do not require registrants 
to have a separate first aid certificate. The dental hygienists’ self-assessment of their first aid competency 
determines whether or not they should take additional first aid training. Maintaining a current valid CPR certificate on the other 
hand, is mandatory and the College may request to see the certificate. 

{54% of participants were unsure, or did not know whether it was mandatory to have} 
25 hours of continuing quality improvement activities (CQI) per year in the  

maintenance of their portfolio.

According to the guidelines for Continuing Competency, in a three-year period, dental hygienists should 
complete about 75 hours of CQI activities, averaging approximately 25 hours per year. 25 hours per year is 
suggested to help balance out the amount of hours over the three-year period. However, if you would like to 
complete all 75 hours in one year, you are welcome to do so as there is no requirement to have any minimum 
or maximum number of hours in a given year. The benchmark value to follow is 75 hours over a three-year 
period. At least 80% of learning activities must be directly related to the dental hygienist’s learning goals and 

practice. The remaining 20% of CQI activities may come from activities that relate to dental hygiene but do not necessarily relate 
to the learning goals (e.g. attending conferences and dental hygiene society meetings).

{50% of participants were unsure, or did not know whether a caries diagnosis by a dentist was }
required in order to place a sealant.

The placement of a sealant does not require a caries diagnosis by a dentist if the dental hygienist is relatively confident that there are 
no concerns or issues with the tooth on which the sealant will be placed. If a dental hygienist has some doubts as to the caries status 
of the tooth and the appropriateness of placing a sealant, he or she should then get a dentist’s opinion regarding the appropriateness 
of placing the sealant. Dental hygienists who place a sealant may adjust the occlusion of that sealant so it does not interfere with 
the bite.  CDHO

References
1. Milestones, December 2011.  
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Reports Relating to Professional Misconduct, 
Incapacity and/or Incompetence

Know Your Obligations
Evelyn Waters, BA, HDipEd, Deputy Registrar

The Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee (ICRC) investigates the conduct of registrants to determine whether there 
are concerns relating to professional misconduct, incapacity or incompetence. These investigations are initiated through 
formal complaints submitted to the College of Dental Hygienists of Ontario (CDHO), referrals from the Quality Assurance 

Committee, concerns that are brought to the attention of the CDHO, but that are not formal complaints, and mandatory or self-
reporting to the CDHO.

The following is an overview of the types of reports that are submitted to the CDHO.

“Some of the mandatory reports received by the CDHO  
have been related to incapacity concerns.”

Mandatory Reports
In addition to the requirement to report suspected sexual abuse of clients, employers and facility owners are obligated to submit 
a report if they have reasonable grounds to believe that a registrant has committed professional misconduct or is incompetent 
or incapacitated. For example, if a registrant owned an independent dental hygiene practice and terminated another registrant’s 
employment because her/his treatment practices were not meeting the CDHO Standards of Practice, s/he would be obligated to 
submit a report on that employee to the CDHO. 

The Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991, (RHPA) provides protection to a person who files a report or a complaint in good 
faith, from actions or other proceedings being taken against them. Some of the mandatory reports received by the CDHO have 
been related to incapacity concerns, i.e. where a registrant who has a serious illness that has the potential to affect her/his dental 
hygiene practice, lacks insight into her/his problem. Typically, incapacity proceedings deal with registrants who have a substance 
abuse problem or some form of physical or mental illness. Incapacity matters are generally treated in a compassionate manner by 
the CDHO.  

Registrants’ Report
In some cases, if a registrant becomes aware of concerns respecting another registrant, they may be reportable, even if s/he is not 
an employer or a facility owner. For example, failing to promptly report an incident of unsafe practice by a registrant is considered 
professional misconduct. In addition, the CDHO Standards of Practice state that a registrant is accountable to her/his clients, 
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regulatory authorities and the public. This is demonstrated by registrants in two ways: (a) recognizing their own medical conditions or 
any substance abuse or addiction that may affect their own ability to practise safely and effectively, and (b) by fulfilling the mandatory 
reporting requirements outlined in the legislation and reporting unethical, unsafe and incompetent services provided by other registrants. 

Registrants’ reports could arise out of a belief that another registrant’s conduct raises concerns that they may not be fit to practise. 
An example of this is if a registrant showed up at her/his workplace and appeared to be intoxicated or under the influence of drugs.

In other cases, registrants may have a medical condition that could affect their ability to practise dental hygiene, which they have 
not yet come to terms with or they have failed to recognize the illness’ impact on their practice. In these cases, the concern may be 
raised by another health professional. However, if a registrant understands that a health condition is affecting her/his practice and 
takes time off to deal with the issue, a report may not need to be filed as the condition or disorder is not affecting her/his practice. 

“The CDHO would look at the nature of the offence or finding, the motivation for the 
conduct, any corrective measures taken and/or remorse demonstrated.”

Self-reporting
In accordance with the RHPA, a registrant is required to report, as soon as reasonably possible, if they have been found guilty of an 
offence or if they have had a finding of professional negligence or malpractice made against them. In addition to general information 
about the finding, e.g., date, location and appeal status, the report must contain a description of the offence. This issue is also 
addressed on the annual renewal form where each registrant is required to complete a declaration regarding any offences or findings 
they may have had in the previous year.

In these cases, the file is reviewed to determine whether the conduct may affect the registrant’s suitability to practise. The CDHO 
would look at the nature of the offence or finding, the motivation for the conduct, any corrective measures taken and/or remorse 
demonstrated. Prior history of a registrant would also be considered to determine if there is a pattern of behaviour. For example, has 
the registrant ever had a similar finding in the past?

Outcomes
Once a report has been received, it is reviewed to determine if there are reasonable and probable grounds to proceed with an 
investigation. Not all reports will require a formal investigation, particularly in incapacity cases, where on-going monitoring and/
or restrictions to practise may provide satisfactory public protection. If an investigation proceeds, the registrant will be presented 
with an opportunity to provide written submissions to the ICRC. After reviewing all of the documentation in a case, the ICRC can 
take several actions including (1) refer any allegations of professional misconduct or incompetence to the Discipline Committee; 
(2) refer to a panel of the ICRC for incapacity proceedings; (3) require the registrant to appear before the ICRC for a caution; or (4) 
take action it considers appropriate, including dismissing the matter.  CDHO
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Treating Spouses Still NOT Permitted
Robert Farinaccia, RDH, BSc

I have been receiving a number of calls at the College from registrants who have heard that they are now allowed to treat their 
spouse. Due to the influx of calls, I felt it was important to address the issue of treating spouses and let registrants know what 
has happened with regards to the legislation.

Currently, the penalty for a finding of sexual abuse where the client is  
one’s spouse, is revocation of the dental hygienist’s certificate of registration for 

a minimum of five years.

The College has always and still continues to maintain a zero tolerance policy regarding the treatment of spouses. The Regulated 
Health Professions Act, 1991 (RHPA) definition of sexual abuse includes the treatment of spouses even if there was a pre-existing 
spousal relationship prior to treatment. The spouse’s consent to treatment in these cases is irrelevant, as it still amounts to sexual 
abuse as defined by the RHPA.1 Currently, the penalty for a finding of sexual abuse where the client is one’s spouse, is revocation of 
the dental hygienist’s certificate of registration for a minimum of five years.2

The Health Professions Regulatory Advisory Council (HPRAC) is an independent body that provides policy advice to the Minister 
of Health and Long-Term Care on matters related to the regulation of health professions in Ontario. On June 24, 2011, the Minister of 
Health and Long-Term Care, Honourable Deb Matthews, asked HPRAC to advise on the issue of mandatory revocation provisions 
and the treatment of spouses by health care professionals. The Minister was very clear that she was not seeking advice on whether 
or not the treatment of spouses should be considered as sexual abuse but was specifically interested in advice on whether or not 
alternatives to the penalty of mandatory revocation should exist. 

As part of HPRAC’s research, stakeholders from across the province were invited to make submissions on the topic. The CDHO 
(and many other regulatory bodies) thought it was prudent to provide feedback and comment on the matter. As such, the CDHO 
decided to devote a significant amount of time at Council meeting in December 2011 to determine an official College position. 
In the College’s submission to HPRAC, the CDHO was of the view that there should be alternatives to the mandatory revocation 
provisions mandated in the RHPA with respect to the treatment of a spouse by a regulated health professional. Furthermore, the 
CDHO was of the opinion that the legislation be amended to give the Discipline Committee discretion when they receive a referral 
from the Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee regarding a registrant who has treated his or her spouse.

HPRAC further advised that consideration should be given to alternatives to the 
sexual abuse offence, strictly as it relates to the treatment of a spouse.

On June 1, 2012 HPRAC submitted its report to the Minister of Health and Long-Term Care. In its report, HPRAC concluded that 
a narrow focus on alternatives to the mandatory revocation provisions would not adequately address the issue referred to HPRAC. 
HPRAC further advised that consideration should be given to alternatives to the sexual abuse offence, strictly as it relates to the 
treatment of a spouse.3 HPRAC recommended that the definition of sexual abuse in the RHPA be amended to exclude consensual 
sexual relations within a spousal relationship.4 
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HPRAC also recommended to the Minister that colleges who wish to continue to prohibit their members from treating their 
spouse, should make profession-specific changes to their professional misconduct regulations and/or standards of practice to 
enforce such practice.5

It is not known when and if the legislation will indeed change. 

As it stands now, the legislation regarding the treatment of spouses is still in effect, and the treatment of spouses still constitutes 
sexual abuse according to the RHPA. It is not known when and if the legislation will indeed change. However, if any changes were 
to occur, all registrants would be duly notified by the College. The HPRAC report to the Minister as well as stakeholder submissions 
can be found at the following link http://hprac.org/en/projects/spousaltreatment.asp

If you are aware of any regulated health professional that is treating his or her spouse, according to the RHPA you are obligated to 
submit a mandatory report to the Registrar of the health professional’s College within 30 days, since this is considered sexual abuse. 
Not reporting is an offence under the RHPA and has a punishable fine up to $25,000.

If you have any questions regarding the treatment of spouses and/or the CDHO’s Sexual Abuse Prevention Plan, you are welcome 
to contact me at rfarinaccia@cdho.org.  CDHO

References
1. College of Dental Hygienists of Ontario. (2010) Registrants’ Handbook. Toronto, ON: Page 98.
2. Ibid. 
3. HPRAC Spousal Patient Report. June, 2012. http://hprac.org/en/projects/resources/TheSpousalPatient_CombinedFinal_EN_secured.pdf
4. Ibid.
5. Ibid.

RDh expertise for RDhs
CDHO practice advisors provide  
confidential consultations to dental hygienists  
who seek assistance with issues that  
directly or indirectly affect the delivery of  
safe, competent, ethical dental hygiene care.

To reach a CDHO practice advisor by  
phone or e-mail:

416-961-6234 or  
1-800-268-2346

Robert farinaccia, RDH  ext. 237   
rfarinaccia@cdho.org

Jane Keir, RDH  ext. 235   
jkeir@cdho.org

the Knowledge network

Find the clinical information you need at: 
www.cdho.org/QAKnowledgeNetwork.htm

• Cardiac Arrest

• Genetic Disorders

• Hypertension

• Immune System

• Kidney Disease

• Oral Cancer

• Sleep Apnea ...and 

many other conditions 
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In a hearing held on October 12, 2012, a Panel of the Discipline Committee found Ms. Rosinda Jean Traballo incompetent and 
guilty of professional misconduct in that she contravened a term, condition or limitation; contravened or failed to maintain a 
standard of practice; failed to refer to a qualified medical or dental practitioner; provided treatment that was not indicated, had 

ceased to be effective or was unnecessary; failed to keep records in accordance with the standards of practice or as required by the 
regulations; signed or issued a document that she knew or ought to have known contained a false or misleading statement; submitted 
an account or charge for services that she knew or ought to have known was false or misleading; charged or accepted a fee or amount 
that was excessive or unreasonable in relation to the services performed; failed to advise a client of the fee to be charged for a service 
in advance of providing the service; failed to take reasonable steps to ensure that information provided to the College was accurate; 
failed to comply with an order or direction of the Quality Assurance Committee; contravened a law – in particular, the Healing 
Arts Radiation Protection Act, 1990, and the Dental Hygiene Act, 1991; and acted disgracefully, dishonourably or unprofessionally. 

“It was agreed that in 2009 and 2010, Ms. Traballo provided  
unnecessary treatment to 34 clients.” 

An Agreed Statement of Facts was filed with the Panel which outlined the facts under specific headings as follows:

Standards of Practice

It was agreed that, in 2009 and 2010, Ms. Traballo provided dental hygiene treatment to 34 clients without first obtaining adequate 
assessment information; failed to maintain the standards of practice of the profession in relation to documenting health history, 
periodontal screening, actual time spent with these clients, dental hygiene treatment plans, and extra and intra-oral assessments, 
failed to make appropriate referrals when decay was observed in relation to these clients; failed to ensure that appropriate safeguards 
were in place to protect the privacy of these clients; failed to maintain adequate infection control procedures and further, she took 
radiographs without a prescription from a member of the Royal College of Dental Surgeons of Ontario.

Unnecessary Treatment

It was agreed that in 2009 and 2010, Ms. Traballo provided unnecessary treatment to 34 clients. 

Providing False Information

It was agreed that, in 2009, Ms. Traballo provided false information to a Quality Assurance assessor for the College of Dental 
Hygienists of Ontario (the “College”) regarding Ms.  Traballo’s practice locations and further, that she provided false information 
to the College regarding one of her practice locations. 

ROSINDA JEAN TRABALLO

Summary and Reasons 
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Billing Concerns

It was agreed that, in 2009, Ms. Traballo falsely billed for 
restorative procedures when she actually provided sealants to a 
client; that she regularly failed to collect the insurance co-payment 
from clients who had dental hygiene insurance coverage; and 
further, that she billed a client for certain treatment after implying 
to that client that she would not bill for the treatment and after 
being told by the client that she could not afford the treatment.

Practising While Certificate of Registration 
Subject to Terms, Conditions and Limitations

It was agreed that on July 6, 2010 and September 7, 2010, 
Ms.  Traballo practised dental hygiene in relation to two clients 
when her certificate of registration was subject to a term, condition 
and limitation prohibiting her from practising dental hygiene.

A joint submission with respect to an appropriate Order in this 
case was filed with the Panel. The Panel carefully considered the 
Agreed Statement of Facts, the Joint Submission on Order, the 
case law cited, and the oral submissions made and concluded that 
the proposed Order met the needs of this case and the principles 
appropriate to setting the penalty. Accordingly, the Panel made 
the following Order:

1. That the Registrar be directed to revoke Ms. Traballo’s 
certificate of registration immediately.

“Revocation was the appropriate remedy in such 
circumstances.”

The Panel was of the opinion that the penalty imposed 
appropriately addressed the principles of penalty which included 
public protection, general and specific deterrence. Ms.  Traballo 
committed extensive acts of professional misconduct by not 
adhering to numerous standards of practice and engaging 
in unethical and dishonest behaviour. There were 34 clients 
affected by Ms. Traballo’s misconduct in this case. The Panel 
was extremely concerned by these facts. The Panel concluded 
that Ms. Traballo, by her incompetence and proved misconduct, 
was ungovernable and had forfeited her claim to a certificate 
of registration as a dental hygienist in Ontario. Revocation was 
the appropriate remedy in such circumstances. It was only by 
the imposition of the most serious penalty of revocation that the 
Panel was satisfied that the public would be sufficiently protected. 
This penalty will serve as general deterrence and will make clear 
to registrants and the public that the College will not tolerate such 
acts of professional misconduct and incompetence.  CDHO  
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the College’s promise
    to dental hygiene clients

You can expect to receive 

quality preventive oral hygiene care 

from health professionals who are 

registered with the College of 

Dental Hygienists of Ontario 

(CDHO).

how we keep this promise

3 All dental hygienists must be registered with the CDHO to practise in Ontario.

3 Only persons currently registered with the CDHO may use the title “dental 
hygienist” or any variety of translation of “dental hygienist” including the initials  
RDH (Registered Dental Hygienist).

3 Every dental hygienist in the province must meet the CDHO’s entry-to-practice 
requirements.

3 A list of currently registered dental hygienists is available to the public.

3 The College provides Standards of Care and Practice Guidelines to guide dental 
hygienists and inform the public.

3 The continuing competency of your dental hygienist is monitored and  
supported by the College throughout her/his professional career.

3 Information about oral health and access to dental hygiene care is promoted 
to the public.

3 A fair and transparent complaints process is available to help clients who 
feel they may not have received the care they had the right to expect.

3 The College collaborates with the Ontario Government, other health 
Colleges and consumer groups to promote access to safe and effective 
oral health care.
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Letters of Apology
From time to time, your colleagues make decisions that require an intervention by your regulatory college. Ideally, this would never 
happen but none of us lives in an ideal world. In some cases, a registrant recognizes the error of their ways and seeks to atone for their 
errors and get on with the professional responsibilities of a dental hygienist. See below for public apologies that represent a new start 
for two such registrants.

Hengameh Babahadi

19 Barberry Place, Suite 515

North York, ON  M2K 2E3

October 31, 2012

Mr. Brad Sinclair
Registrar
The College of Dental Hygienists of Ontario

69 Bloor Street East, Suite 300

Toronto, ON
M4W 1A9

Dear Mr. Sinclair,

I am writing to you in order to apologize to the College and the profession for an error that 

I made prior to becoming a registered member of the College. Specifically, after I graduated 

from my dental hygiene program, but before I applied for and was granted registration with 

the College, I worked as a dental hygienist. In that regard, I used the title “Dental Hygienist”, 

I held myself out as qualified to practice in Ontario as a dental hygienist and I performed 

controlled acts such as scaling teeth, none of which was I permitted to do as I was not a 

member of the College.

I believed that I was acting appropriately, since I was working under the supervision of a 

licenced dentist, who was aware that I had not yet been granted a certificate of registration, 

but I was mistaken. I regret my conduct in this regard, and consider myself fortunate that I 

have been granted a certificate of registration with the College.

Yours Very Truly,

Hengameh Babahadi

To the College of Dental Hygienists of Ontario,

I apologize to the College of Dental Hygienists of Ontario for my error of non-payment of 
annual membership fee and practicing when certificate of registration was revoked. I have 
been made fully aware of my responsibilities to the College, its registrants and the public. I 
will continue to hold myself accountable for my actions. I understand the duty of the College 
to uphold the rules and regulations of the Dental Hygiene Act and the Regulated Health 
Professions Act. I will comply with such rules and regulations going forward.

Respectfully,

Ladena Prithipaul
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It’s time to complete your 2013 Annual Registration Renewal!
The College continues its efforts to reduce the amount of paper mailed out.  The automated renewal process on our website is 
secure, fast and convenient.  This year will also be the last time registrants that requested a paper Renewal form, or have a ‘mail’ 
preference, will receive the 2013 Renewal form by mail. Registration renewal for 2014 will be online only.

Fees for 2013 registration are:

 General or specialty    $250                      Inactive    $50

We are pleased to confirm that, once again, there is no increase in fees. Automating tasks, like the renewal process, helps us to 
keep costs down.

You can now renew online:
Log on to our web site at www.cdho.org.  
The Renewal link is on the right hand side. The help tips  
along the way will assist you in completing your renewal  
process. Please click on the question mark icon if you are  
unsure about how to proceed.

nOte:  Your registration is not renewed until payment has been received.  
Your 2013 registration wallet certificate or receipt will no longer be mailed out.  
However, you can view / print / re-print the receipt for your records from the  
“Registrant Login” section of the CDHO website.  This receipt will be proof of your 2013 status.  
You can also go to the CDHO website to “Find a dental hygienist” to confirm your status for 2013.

Please note that our office will close at 1:00 pm on December 21st and re-open on  
January 2, 2013.  On December 27th and 28th, there will be two staff members available to  

respond to inquiries related to renewals only.

Has your name changed?
Documentation supporting your name change (e.g. copy of marriage certificate) must be submitted to the CDHO prior to 
you renewing online. Please note that the document does not need to be notarized. This can be forwarded by mail, fax or as an 
email attachment to info@cdho.org. You should allow 24 hours for processing before returning to the CDHO website to renew.

Photo: thumb/Shutterstock.com
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Your renewal for 2013 can be completed if you:
a) Are changing your current category of Registration from Inactive to a General OR Specialty Registration (as per your 

registration status before being inactive) and have practised dental hygiene within the last three years in Ontario.

b) Are changing your status from a General / Specialty registration to an Inactive registration.

Your renewal for 2013 cannot be completed if you:
a) Held a General or Specialty registration before being inactive and have NOT practised dental hygiene at all within the last 

three years — You will be required to submit proof of completion of an approved refresher course. Please contact the 
CDHO office for more information. 

b) Held an Inactive registration, are renewing with a General or Specialty registration (as per your registration status before 
being inactive) and have been practising dental hygiene outside of Ontario.  You must also complete Form B from the CDHO 
website, fill Section I and then submit it to the regulatory body in the jurisdiction where you have been practising dental 
hygiene outside of Ontario.  The regulatory body will complete Section II and will send the form directly to our office. Please 
complete the Renewal Form and submit either by mail, fax or e-mail to the CDHO office. Once both your completed 2013 
Renewal Form and Form B are received at the CDHO, your renewal will be processed.

c) If you have been suspended or your registration has been revoked, please contact the CDHO office to reinstate your 
registration.

Are you resigning and not renewing?
Are you moving to another province or jurisdiction outside Ontario and are not planning on renewing your registration? This can 
be done online.  Alternatively, you can advise the CDHO by mail, e-mail or fax. Please note that resignations will be effective 
January 1, 2013.

Late payment fees
Your renewal is due on or before January 1, 2013. A late penalty fee of $100 will be imposed after that date. An administrative 
fee of $25 will be charged for cheques returned as insufficient funds. Please note, if your cheque is post-dated for January 1, 
2013, your renewal will not be processed until January 2nd or 3rd, 2013. If you are sending payment by mail, the envelope must 
be post-marked by December 31st to avoid being charged a late penalty fee.

Suspension for non-payment of fees
If you do not renew, or do not advise the CDHO that you wish to resign on or before January 1, 2013, your registration will 
be suspended for non-payment of fees. You will be given 30 days’ notice of the CDHO’s intention to suspend your registration.  
You cannot practise dental hygiene once your registration has been suspended.
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New Registrants
July 11, 2012 to November 12, 2012

Aghelnejad, Venous 015957
Ahmad, Fawad 016275
Ahmed, Faizan 016150
Ahmed, Sadia 016183
Akhigbe, Isioma Justina 016222
Alkhatib, Sarab 016005
Allati, Becky 016016
All-Said, Mina 015986
Angelescu, Alexandra 016094
Annason, Karina 016166
Anstee, Elysia 016106
Aquino, Daniele 016026
Armstrong, Heather Anne 016261
Armstrong, Karrie 016108
Artinger, Lauren 015942
Ashraf, Irene 016173
Aubin, Sabrina 016042
August, Alicia 016118
Azizi, Sahila 016234
Babahadi, Hengameh 016188
Baig, Sheema 016220
Bakas, Dimitra 016062
Bard, Marie 016273
Baronette, Codi 016009
Barrer, Meaghan 016083
Barton, Alysha 016213
Beddaoui, Isabelle 016049
Bedford, Stacey 015940
Beers, Jessica 016172
Belanger, Kelly-Ann 016092
Belcastro, Monica 016046
Belecque, Jasmine 016100
Bell, Kelly 016250
Benjamin, Sunanda 016157
Bent, Alisha 016231
Bergeron, Mélissa 016054
Bernacer, Kevin Rick 015961
Bernard, Jamie-Lynn 016221
Bevan, Jessica 016249
Bhairo, Tricia 016099
Bien, Christopher 016043
Big-Canoe, Kelly 015991
Black, Eli 016176
Blake, Jennifer Margaret 015978
Bondi, Judy 016235
Bouchard, Marie-Michèle 016185
Boyd, Kristy 016283
Boyd, Sandi 016006

Bozic, Stephanie 016098
Brawn, Leah 016064
Brazeau, Jessica 016167
Brock, Courtney June 015948
Bronilla Javier, Erika 016084
Brownlee, Cassandra Grace 016021
Bull, Jackie 016116
Burke, Ashley 016052
Butler, Corinne 016018
Cabrera, Mary Grace 016198
Cadieux, Mélanie 016080
Cameron, Tasha 015969
Campbell, Alicia 016133
Campbell, Natasha 016057
Campos, Maria Emilia 016227
Careau, Geneviève 016119
Casey, Lyndsay 015993
Chalker, Sarah 016050
Chan, Julie 016158
Chandi, Punam 016276
Chaput, Jessica Michele 016256
Chatterjee, Rashi 016120
Chen, Jing 016203
Cheney, Rebecca 016174
Cherry, Saane 015977
Chiarello, Sarah Catrina 015962
Chong, Angela 016224
Chong, Cheryl 015941
Chong, Jennifer 015970
Chow, Herissa Kathleen 015951
Chung, Tony 016012
Church, Jessica 016048
Cisse, Seydou 016117
Clahane, Lori Ann 016030
Clausen, Anna-Marie 016189
Colosimo, Sara 016127
Cook, Jaclyn 016063
Cormier, Karine 016079
Costache, Ana Maria 016142
Cruz Cuellar, Patricia 016282
Cunningham, Jacqueline 016165
Curley, Kristen 016011
Currie, Mallory 016113
Da Silva, Jessica 016266
David, Ioana 016060
Davies, Lindsey 015967
Dean, Deyrold 016258
DeJonge, Margaret 016136
Del Rosario, Aigel 016095
Deleeuw, Emily 016248
Delicata, Sabrina 016033
Deline, Alexandria 016093

Depatie, Anise 016069
Desai, Nehal 016191
Diehl, Kayla 016178
Dimitracopoulos, Dimitra 016226
Dimitrova, Spasina 016225
DiNardo, Victoria 016230
Diodati-Mitchell, Ashleigh 016238
Doci, Tijana 015964
Draper, Lynn Marie 016212
Drummond, Ashley Ann 016186
Duchesne, Leann 016252
Duke, Jillian 016239
Dunn, Courtney 016159
Dunn, Leigh Collee 016253
Duong, Theresa 015994
Eastmond, Kimberly 016247
Ebrahimi, Yalda 015956
Esbaugh, Rachel 016233
Ewing, Heather Margaret 015968
Facey, Melanie Ann 015976
Fagnani, Melissa 016254
Fast, Leah 016051
Fecteau, Jenna Marie 015987
Fedy, Amanda 016061
Fiorito, Jerusha 016045
Fisher, Kelsey 016125
Fitzer, Erin 016177
Flansbury Beauregard, Sindy 016170
Foote, Tanya 016228
Forgie, Natasha 015998
Frackowska, Anna 015944
Gewarges, Vivian 016059
Ghewondian, Alla 016068
Godbout, Vickye 016268
Gomes-Pires, Jessica 016187
Goodfellow, Cara 016180
Goodman, Morgan 016274
Gordon, Lindsay 016160
Grant, Santana 016147
Grewal, Simar 016195
Haensel, Corina 016066
Ham, Kelsey Marie 016037
Hamdard, Sheela 016289
Hamilton, Katherine Gene 016223
Hanna Miller, Diane 016137
Harutyunyan, Hasmik 016219
Henter, Victor 016288
Herbert, Danielle 016040
Hercules, Tiffany 016214
Heywood, Laura 015984
Hill, Shana Michelle 016194
Hobbs, Amanda 016096
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Hong, Jian Ping 015975
Houseman, Kathleen 016143
Hsueh, Arthur Wei 015950
Hussain, Rozina 016149
Huynh, Rosy 016020
Insigne, Maureen 016202
Irwin, Amanda 016272
Jafarinamin, Farzaneh 016148
Jafri, Farah 016264
Jalbert, Brianna 015989
Jenkins, Erica 016126
Jin, Peter 016114
Joanette, Melissa 016007
Johnston, Aleeya 016199
Jones, Laura 016269
Joreanu, Cristina 016141
Joshi, Nishu 016251
Juarez, Sandra 016032
Jutla, Supneet 016151
Kainula, Amanda Joy 015971
Kakish, Jasmin 016156
Kaminska, Beata 016242
Kaur, Rupinder 016263
Kaura, Kamini 015996
Khattra, Harleen 016286
Khwaja, Rehan 015955
Kimmel, Ella 016244
Knowles, Laura 016279
Kovacic, Meghan Nicole 015938
Kreisman, Sarah 016184
Kukendran, Pratheep 016257
Kultgen, Paula 016082
Kurpejovic, Tea 016205
Kurtz, Stephanie 016103
La Brie, Lauren 016102
Lalonde, Chantal Suzanne 015979
Lam, Annie Yuen Chee 016285
Lamarche, Brittney 016123
Lamers, Alexandra 016023
Laslo, Tammy 016138
Lau, Joyce 016041
Lawson, Kimberly 016163
Leblanc, Christine 016036
LeBlanc, Leeann 016270
Legault, Amy 015965
LeGrand, Parv 016196
Lemmon, Mackenzie 016265
Leone, Sarah 016067
Lewis, Summer Lynn 015953
Lisa, Mona 016001
Lomiansky, Liat 015990
London, Anitra Christine 015939
Lopez, Maritza 016034
Lorenzon, Justine 016105
Lucci, Jessica Lynn 016073
Luke, Claudia Denise 016277
Ly, Vu 016139

MacDonald, Danielle 016124
MacGregor, Brian 016070
MacLeod, Angela Marie 015981
Madge, Corrin 015992
Mahmood, Hena 016115
Mahzooni, Samaneh 015995
Malekzadeh, Sally 016144
Mangat, Dilroop K. 016169
Manoff, Melissa 016088
Marsden, Katharine 016129
Martin, Amanda 016003
Martin, Emily Laura 015945
Martin, Jullian 016229
Mason, Patrick 016029
Mazanek, Shandel 016135
McCannel, Lisa 016085
McClement, Kera 016090
McFadden, Brenna 016131
McGill, Laurel 016081
McIntosh, Emma Anne 016284
McLellan, Katie 016104
McNally, Sarah Anne-Marie 015982
McNulty, Erin 016206
Medeiros, Monica 016022
Michasiw, Amy 016201
Mihalco, Shai Leigh 016162
Miller, Jessica 016065
Mills, Deralise Kaelan 015980
Minto, Alison Caitlin 015974
Mistry, Trisna 016017
Moheieldin, Nivin 016013
Moralejo, Jean Dela Cruz 016243
Morris, Tina 016192
Moss, Kelly Anne 016260
Muccini, Andrea 016281
Muir, Cheyenne 016110
Muloin, Kelsey 016002
Mulumba, Christelle 016134
Ngo, Kelly 016087
Nguyen Le, Jennifer 015947
Normore, Nadine 016280
Nsengiyumva, Annick 016164
Oetting, Tiana 016055
Oicle, Kathryn 016101
Onufriychuk, Krystyna 016154
Ossachuk, Kyleigh Jonelle 016245
Owen, Lauren Meredith 015963
Oymakas, Leda 016209
Paez Leiva, Paula 016089
Pang, Kelly 016155
Paquette, Jaynie 016190
Pastore, Elissa 016182
Patel, Zubair 016259
Patriarca, Celina 015958
Paul, Isabelle 015997
Peters, Pauline 016056
Pettipiece, Marissa Lindsay 016267

Phan, Phuong-Anh 016035
Pinto, Jessica Lyn 015954
Pittendrigh, Elena 016241
Poitras, Isabelle 016075
Polkki, Cheryl Amber 016146
Poole, Brittany 016208
Pupo, Adriana 016109
Racine, Marie-Claude 016175
Rama, Albana 015972
Rathore, Meenu 016145
Reaume, Jennifer 016071
Riedstra, Nicole 015988
Ritacco, Sammantha 016128
Ritchie, Allison 016111
Rivet, Rebecca 016153
Rojas, Carolyne 015943
Roode, Chelsea 016097
Ros, Maria 016152
Roth, Chaya 016107
Rumble, Lauren Marie 015952
Ruoho, Stephanie 016271
Ryan, Janine 016200
Sacchini, Julia 015949
Sakhizada, Zohra 016215
Salam, Aziz-Us 015959
Saleh, Raghda MM 015937
Salim, Abdul Mujeeb 016047
Samad, Nida 015973
Sandhu, Ramandeep 016019
Sanyang, Mariama 016058
Saranchuk, Michelle 016181
Schieckoff, Carly Dawn 016255
Scott, Chauntelle 015999
Scully, Samantha 016000
Selmayer, Sarah 016028
Selvarajah, Thileeb 016038
Sharifi, Tabasum 016122
Sheraze, Raziyeh 016218
Short, Megan 016091
Sidky, Mariam 016204
Simmons, Lia 016024
Skala, Joanna 016031
Skelding, Amanda 016132
Smith, Jennifer 016039
Snell, Marybeth 016015
Spooner, Brianna Marie 016008
Spoozak, Shauna 016168
St. Amand, Debra 016053
Stojadinovic, Maja 015983
Szestopalow, Andrea Leanne 016278
Tanase, Alexandru 016236
Tejares, Maria Victoria 016025
Thompson, Krysia 016077
Thoren, Mercedes Joanna 015946
Till, Ashley 016112
Tittarelli, Morgan 016010
Tomlinson, Chyenne 016072
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Ton, Nam 016287
Tremblett, Rachael 016240
Trenh, Lisa 016262
Trigilidas, Joanna 016078
Turner, Beth 016076
Uddin, Mohammad 015960
Vachon, Angie 016130
Van Stroe, Stephanie 016004
Verna, Kaitlyn 016074
Vidal, Stephanie 016044
Vincent, Georgie 016237
Vuong, Sheena 016232
Wall, Zephia 016140
Wallace, Natasha 016193
Wang, Jing 016210
Watts, Aimee 016246
Wehrle, Samantha 016197
White, Ciaron 016217
Wiebe, Tierney Jordan 015966
Williams, Caitlin 016121
Williams, Rebecca 016211
Williams, Rochelle 016161
Willson, Adrienne 016179
Woo, Chuljin (DK) 015936
Wyse, Sarah 016171
Ye, Xiaodi 016207
York, Brittany 015985
Youssouf, Furhana 016014
Youssouf, Raqia 016216
Zamfir, Florin 016027
Zarkari, Gelareh 016086

Authorized for  
Self-Initiation
July 11, 2012 to November 12, 2012

Ahmed, Sana Ansar 009721
Angeloni, Constance Fern 003485
Aristodemo, Angie Marie 009946
Bansal, Eva 011937
Barnes, Judith Irene 000838
Baxter, Kelly Lynn 009091
Beaulieu, Julie 009481
Bedard, Chelsea Tiffany 014133
Bennett, Michelle Lynn 012758
Blanchette, Danielle Suzanne 009103
Boata, Cristina 014323
Boris, Katie 011183
Borne, Leilani 008299
Brahimi, Elda 013216
Brown, Vanessa 010605
Bugden, Carol 008046
Burt, Sabrina 013325
Caccamo, Marilyn J 000884
Campbell, Ashley Marie 010016

Campbell, Jennifer 010378
Cekani, Fabiola 014471
Cervini, Angela 002604
Chaine, Stephanie 009281
Champion, Betty Jane 002307
Chin, Christine A.M. 011990
Chrissley, Kimberley Audree Marie 009777
Claringbold, Joanne Helen 012770
Colbourne, Vicky 001809
Cortez, Filipina 014491
Covert, Sarah 013695
Creek, Alyshia 011823
Curelea, Mirela Adina 011529
Cyr, Amanda 009346
Czajkowski, Ashley 009857
DeFries, Lauren Dawn 010929
Denchfield, Jeannette S 005796
Dhanota, Manpreet Kaur 009894
Di Zio, Cindy 007022
Dong, Wen 013595
Dorchik, Arielle 011928
Dorman, Michelle Marie 011262
D’Souza, Prema Susan 010670
Dumont, Jaime 013082
Eccles, Eryl 009625
Evoy, Lee-Ann Joanne 008054
Faist, Alysia Victoria 013609
Finn, Jannel 010877
Fisher, Anne 001856
Fleming, Jennifer 008260
Foshay, Sarah 014061
Fowler, Alison Nadine 004847
Freeman, Victoria L 011118
Frolova, Olena 015560
Geraldo, Linda Maria 008885
Ghattas, Melissa 007711
Gill, Anudeep 011989
Girard, Kristie Lynn 012032
Glasbey, Sarah Kathryn 009047
Gleeson, Amanda A 008833
Gomez, Jasmin 013139
Gonzales, Charry Hazel 014043
Gooden, Andrene Grace 005684
Goulin, Dianne Marie 014899
Gravina, Tina 005240
Gray, Jacqueline Ione 004433
Guenina, Ioulia 009667
Gutzman, Wendy 014178
Guy, Emilie 010788
Hamilton-Leaman, Jennifer 008843
Hansraj-Khandker, Nirmala S L 006434
Hayes, Diane 009808
Hemingway, Carla 006669
Henderson, Kerri Elizabeth 009381
Hewitt, Janice 007093

Hoang, My Thi 013865
Hollington, Kyra 008291
Jones, Dori 008875
Jung, Linda 006522
Junnola, Christa 013983
Kalossikos, Donna Helen 007964
Karle, Jacqueline L 003022
Kay, Carolyn 000243
Kelland, Ashley 011468
Khosla, Gulshan 015550
Kowalewski, Cheryl 012588
Kozak, Joanna Monika 012325
Kozlowski, Lynette 013256
Kraniauskas, Dana 009341
Lafleur, Vanessa 011281
Langelier, Cindy 010105
Langille, Loretta 008439
Lanteigne, Sara 012028
Lapenna, Heather E 003902
Latreille, Michelle L 006711
Leck, Victoria Lynn 004334
Lee, Angela May 007078
Lee, Michelle 004196
Lesperance, Sheri Lee 005403
Lewis, Dave Anthony 003906
Lipkina, Nataliya 011796
Lucreziano, Diana 009628
MacDonald, Trinda 012711
MacNeil, Andra 011920
Mahal, Tejinder 012230
Maia, Marlene 012917
Mainville, Krista Brianne 010622
Makino, Mary Angela 005457
Mao, Sophy 012586
Marcelino, Marcia 009389
Martins, Debbie 013197
Mauro, Stephanie H 007518
McClacherty, Julie Ann 008859
McClung, Sarah Theresa 013841
McDonald, Jacqueline 009098
McMullen, Carol Judith 004240
McQuiggan, Lindsay Rae 008896
Mihailescu, Laura 012285
Mitas, Christina 009254
Mohammed, Jeff 014322
Molina, Noelli 009433
Moore, Brittany 009748
Moore, Brittany Ann 013701
Morelli, Madeleine Lois Rita 013932
Mott, Caroline Anne 010617
Mroczka, Justyna Maria 009046
Mrowietz, Erica Marie 012633
Mulligan, Denise Jacqueline 007138
Muralikrishnan, Deepa 011952
Murphy, Claudia 004247
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Murray, Melanie Janice 007681
Nand, Vineeta 013027
Nayyar, Alka 014448
Ndlovu, Doreen 011740
Ogden, Jessica 009388
Osborne, Linda Margaret 005202
Partlo, Jody Christine 006411
Patterson, Suzanne 006816
Phillips, Andrea Margaret 011828
Playfair, Emily 012904
Plunkett, Susan 007204
Pona, Renata Irena 009179
Potetsianakis, Stephanie 011336
Puig, Milagros 013704
Puley, Tamsan TD 010798
Qasam, Saira Fatima 012319
Quan, Renee 013927
Radley, Catherine Thuy 009399
Rajan, Natasha 013017
Rankie, Maridavid 004580
Robinson, Jessica 009514
Rogozinski, Nicole 012084
Rosta, Faria 012079
Rowat, Melissa-Rae 010604
Salerno, Linda 013375
Salman, Zorana Dawn 008053
Sauve, Annie 007808
Schmidt, Kristina 012372
Seabrook, Amanda 014347
Sebalj, Heather Francine 012708
Seburn, Catherine 005203
Sestanovic, Sandra Ann 007119
Shi, Christine 012599
Shortt, Donna Lynne 003698
Si, Mei Ling Joanne 011972
Sidorchuk, Laura 004164
Singh, Akwinder Kaur 013644
Sivarajah, Vijayashuganthini 014485
Smith, Jennifer Lynn 006543
Spadafora, Saveria 012575
Spear, Karen Michelle 013603
Stanley, Dina Maria 009853
Stumpf, Irene 007586
Su, Xiao Tao 012872
Sutcliffe, Eileen Anne 006128
Tam, Jennifer 013370
Tamayo Bustamante De, Cynthia 013712
Thompson, Krysia 016077
Toth, Katie 012344
Tovbin, Veronica 007866
Tremblay, Christine 012457
Trigilidas, Joanna 016078
Umraw, Kathleen Indira 010149
Van Velzer, Kristin 007099
Vellore, Adithi 014336

Venner, Krystal Amber Nicole 012232

Villegas, Angelica Maria 014126

Vincent, Georgie 016237

Vincent, Sarah 013794

Vyfschaft, Kristy 012111

Wagner, Alicja 008324

Ward, Lisa 005303

Watson, Sue 012996

Weicker, Cristina 009919

Wheeler, Jaime 008796

Wice, Serena 012207

Willey, Danielle Annette 013715

Williams, Heather Lynn 008842

Wolanczyk, Malgorzata 005191

Woodward, Maryann 010023

Xiao, Ming Ying 013849

Yuan, Hui Qian 012330

Zamfir, Mioara 007585

Reinstated
July 11, 2012 to November 12, 2012

Gauthier, Amanda 010037

Igreda, Ledda 013568

Kustra, Grace 014147

Martin, Taija 013382

Muhammad, Bibi Hajir 015414

Ostrzyzek, Eva Victoria 014177

Patel, Achal 014542

Plasaj, Christine Lynn 011316

Wells, Marcia 004292

Wilson, Valerie 007332

Zakrajsek, Alenka 006384

Resigned
July 11, 2012 to November 12, 2012

Adderley, Pamela Joy 004412

Agostinelli, Debbie 008741

Beausejour, Judith Mae 005121

Bow, Lisa Ann 005615

Cana, Mirela 012239

Gartner, Susan Ann 004941

Hancock, Kristen E 008176

Holzinger, Margaret Rosa 000422

Jones, Nicole Colleen 007077

Keating, Janet Louise 009768

Kim, Lisa Y 007871

Kopackov, Stevka 002446

McBride, Jennifer Anne 001261

Michon, Valerie 014994

Nauss, Joni 015479

Newson, Judith Ann 001314

Olteanu, Mary Kay 011801

Potma, Lorene E 001887

Salam, Dina Jacob 010165

Semi, Kiran Kaur 011447

Southern, Jane Elizabeth 004633

Sukkel, Sylvia Manuela 004909

Resigned While Under 
Investigation

Kerkhof, Anita Y 003567

Lauzon, Jeannine 002881
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